
5 спальная комната вилла продается в San Fulgencio, Alicante

Located in the tranquil area of La Marina, San Fulgencio, this exceptional 5-bedroom, 5-bathroom villa epitomizes
bespoke luxury living. Situated on an expansive 800m² plot, with a well-appointed 230m² of living space, this residence
offers a seamless blend of modern elegance and customizable design.
This villa isn't just a home; it's a canvas for personalized luxury. Every aspect, from architectural style to interior
finishes like tiles, showers, and fixtures, can be tailored to reflect your unique taste and preferences. This level of
customization ensures that each villa becomes a true reflection of its owner’s distinct vision.
Step inside to discover a harmonious balance of comfort and sophistication. The interiors are designed to maximize
natural light and provide sweeping views of the surroundings. Luxurious living areas are complemented by a state-of-
the-art kitchen equipped with top-quality appliances.
Outside, the villa boasts a private pool and expansive solarium, perfect for relaxing or entertaining guests. Additional
highlights include options for wellness and entertainment, ensuring that every day spent here is a retreat into luxury.
Whether you’re captivated by the panoramic views or drawn to the promise of personalized design, this villa in La
Marina invites you to embrace a lifestyle where every detail is meticulously crafted.
Contact us today to arrange a viewing and begin envisioning your dream home in Costa Blanca.

  5 спальни   5 ванные комнаты   230m² Размер сборки
  800m² Размер участка   Бассейн   Pool
  Parking   Private parking   Close to sea
  Close to supermarkets   Close to restaurants   Fitted wardrobes
  Solarium   Fitted kitchen   Fitted bathroom
  Enclosed Plot   Private garden   Private terrace
  Electric blinds   Reinforced door   Garden & pool views

763.500€

 Недвижимость продается Akunas
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